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Și uite, e noapte. De-atâta mister,
Stelele s-au închinat la sfânta lună.
(Anotimp, Florin Medeleţ)

GODDESS OF NOCTURNAL LIGHT AT PARŢA
Iharka Szücs-Csillik*, Zoia Maxim**
* Astronomical Institute of the Romanian Academy, Cluj-Napoca; iharka@gmail.com
** National Museum of Transylvanian History, Cluj-Napoca; zoiamaxim@yahoo.fr
Rezumat. Lângă Timişoara, la Parţa, există singurul sanctuar din perioada neolitică din Marea
Civilizaţie a Vechii Europei. Sanctuarul are o deschidere circulară de circa 35 cm diametru în
peretele vestic, între intrare şi colţul nord-vestic. Lângă gaura circulară a fost lipit o bucată
de lut de 8 cm grosime, reprezentând Luna. Gaura şi semiluna din lut definesc cuplul Soare–
Lună. Fazele Lunii şi Luna, ca simbol, apar în multe culturi neolitice, fiind astrul care luminează şi învăluie cu mister viaţa nocturnă. Am studiat simbolul Lunii şi mişcarea aparentă a
sa pe cerul nopţii în neolitic (6000–5200 BC).
Cuvinte cheie: Parţa, Luna, neolitic, sanctuar, orientare.

1. The orientation of the Neolithic sanctuary at Parţa
The Neolithic shrine at Parţa belongs to the Banat Culture from the period
of middle-late Neolithic age (approximately 5400 BC). The last construction of the
sanctuary was built in level 7c, sometime between 5400 and 5350 BC1 (Fig. 1).
In the research phase of the Central Sanctuary II, when it was discovered the
partition wall between the two rooms (in year 1983), Florin Medeleţ provided support
for two weeks, while Gheorghe Lazarovici was at a Congress in Poland. Restaurateurs Răzvan Găvan and Ion Daviţoiu are collaborating with him, and they continued
the work in the Banat Museum from Timişoara, almost at full reconstitution of the
sanctuary. Florin Medeleţ was consulted in all scientific matters over the course (Fig
2).
The size of the rectangular sanctuary was 11.6 × 6 m (the longitudinal axis
was orientated exactly E–W) and was divided in two rooms by a partition wall (Fig.
3–4): eastern room with the double monumental statue (Fig. 6) and western room with
altar tables for offerings deposited by community members (Fig. 3). On the dividing
wall there was a round window-like opening about 35 cm in diameter. The sanctuary
had another circular opening about 30 cm in diameter on the western wall too, between

1

Lazarovici M., Lazarovici Gh., 2006, p. 211: fig. IIIb. 4a; p. 310.
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Fig. 1. Absolute chronology at Parţa.

Fig. 2. Florin Medeleţ, Răzvan Găvan and Zoia Maxim
Parţa, 1983 (foto: Friedrich Resch).
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entrance and the NW corner2. Next to this circular hole was stuck on the wall an 8 cm
thick clay relief, which representing the Moon (Fig. 3–4).

Fig 3. The view of the sanctuary from SW corner3.

Fig. 4. Computer
simulation: the
sunlight beams
throught the holes
to illuminate the
pedestal (made by
Radu Zapotinschi).

Thus the hole and clay relief represent the Sun–Moon couple4. In the eastern room
contained the idol pair statue, presumably a couple representations of the Great
Mother Goddess and the Bull God5. Near the statue’s back was found an amphora,
which was, probably, filled with liquids, which where used during the ceremonies.

2

Lazarovici, 1982; Lazarovici et alii, 2001, p. 214-241.
Ibidem, p. 221, fig. 182.
4
Morariu et alii, 1996, p. 549-564.
5
Lazarovici, 1985, p. 7-71.
3
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In springtime the Sun sets more or less parallel with the sanctuary’s longitudinal axis6. The sunlight of springtime’s sunset entered in sanctuary on the western
wall Sun–Moon couple opening, illuminated the hole on the dividing-wall, and the lightpath ended on the idol pair pedestal (Fig. 4), presumably illuminated the amphora7.
In sanctuary one can found symbols and signs of the Moon8. At eastern wall
we found two columns representations of bull-heads placed upon them (Fig. 5).
Interesting lines9 were draw in the clay10. The area between these lines are painted in
red11. There was also a “bulge” between the bull’s horns, presumably a symbolic
representation of the Sun and the Moon12.

Fig. 5. The eastern entrance
with bull-headed columns
(reconstruction in Banat
Museum).

Fig. 6. The double-idol statue
(reconstruction in Banat
Museum).

The idol statue, representing the Great Mother Goddess and the Bull God, can interpreting as sign of the Moon too (Fig. 6). We know that the horns of the Bull God have
a close form to the Moon phases, representing in other Neolithic culture the Moon13.
The Great Mother Goddess has a large red spot on body statue, symbolizing the belly
(child-bearing, pregnancy). It can be the symbol of the Full Moon, or a total lunar
eclipse, when the Moon is red (Blood Moon). During a total lunar eclipse, the Sun,
6

Lazarovici et alii, 2002, p. 7-17.
Csillik et alii, 2001, p. 113-118.
8
Lazarovici, 1998a, p. 83-89; Merlini, 2009, p. 266, fig. 4; Lazarovici et alii, 2001, p. 224.
9
Lazarovici, Maxim, 1995, p. 61.
10
Lazarovici, 2004, p. 85, anexa III, C1-3.
11
Lazarovici, 1998b, p. 9-14.
12
Lazarovici, 1989, p. 150-169.
13
Drössler, 1986, vide cap. Mond; Golan, 2003, p. 132-143; Lazarovici et alii, 2001, p. 311.
7
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Earth and Moon form a straight line. The Sun is behind the Earth, so the Sun's light
casts the Earth's shadow on the Moon14. This shadow covers the entire Moon and
causes a total lunar eclipse. The Earth's atmosphere removes or blocks parts of the
sunlight's spectrum leaving only the longer wavelengths. Because of this, a totally
eclipsed Moon usually looks red.
Near the western entrance is the circular hole with clay relief, representing
the Sun–Moon couple. Here the Moon appear in the form of a phase of the moon.
Just below this symbol an adobe cup, and further down, towards the south, a rimmed
hand-mill was also stuck on the wall15. The triad – Sun–Moon symbol, the cup and
the hand-mill – formed a complex depicting a culture based on grinding (plant processing) and sacrificing to the Sun and the Moon, which where the symbols of the
deities of fertility and procreation (Fig. 3, the triad: the Sun–Moon symbol – the cup
– the hand-mill on the western wall of the sanctuary). “All over the ancient world,
the fertilizing and fecundating light of the Moon was regarded as favorable to the
vegetal grow and animal reproduction, as reassumed by Plutarch. According to
[Mircea] Eliade, the connection between Moon, rain and plant life was realized before
the discovery of agriculture”16.

2. The signs and symbols of the Moon
The Moon is “a cosmic reference for annual, seasonal, monthly, weekly nocturnal time measuring”17, were identified as Neolithic Great Goddess, patroness of
agriculture and wolves. Moon is an sky object which change from night to night, subjected to temporality and death. Moon is born and die with each revolution around
the Earth, through its phases, its shape’s changing from night to night. Moon suggests
a genuine process of counting, is even called “plurals mother”. Incidentally, the night
time gained real substance from the monthly star, which increase, decrease and disappear in constant time limits. Without the monthly star, nocturnal darkness had not
appeared as an ancient symbol of the measured time. “An indisputable proof, that in
the Romanian Folk Calendar survive: many specific elements of Lunar Calendar are
the many nocturnal celebrations and habits”18.
New Moon – New King, Young Moon, Moon with two horns: the people invoking
Moon and asking for health, bread, eggs, husband, wife; do not speak insultingly, put
seeds (wheat, rye and tall plants) in the ground, spread garbage on the field, do not
put eggs to hatching, do not take woods, there are no weddings, do not move into new
house, make spells, charms etc. If at the end of October (one month after the equinox)
is the New Moon, then will be hard and very cold winter.
First Quarter Moon symbolized the waxing.
Full Moon – Old Moon: starts plowing and sowing, starts building new houses, the
houses and the textiles are painted, cutting wood for construction, and the new born
14

Meeus, 1998, p. 101
Lazarovici et alii, 1991, p. 14-20.
16
Merlini, 2009, p. 263.
17
Ghinoiu, 1997, p. 111.
18
Ibidem.
15
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baby will be lucky. If at the end of October (one month after the equinox) is the Full
Moon, then winter will be snowy and will be a good year. Near the Spring Equinox,
the Easter begin is calculated based on the Full Moon19. The rule promulgated in
Niceea, in the year 325 AD, concerning the Easter date sets this holiday “On the
Sunday which follows the 14-th day of the Moon which reaches this age on 21
March or immediately after that”20.
Last Quarter Moon symbolized the waning: it sown flax, hemp and oats.
Supermoon is a Full Moon or a New Moon at its closest point to Earth, also called
perigee. A Supermoon looks around 14% bigger than its counterpart, the
Micromoon (Fig. 7). The actual distance varies over the course of the orbit of the
Moon, from 363104 km at the perigee and 405696 km at apogee.

Fig. 7. A Supermoon looks around 14% bigger than
a Micromoon, according to NASA.
A traditional definition of Supermoon is more than a scientific Supermoon, it is the
New or Full Moon, which occurs with the Moon at or near (within 90% of), its closest
approach to Earth in a given orbit. Earth, Moon and Sun are all in a line, with Moon
in its nearest approach to Earth.
For example, at Parţa, in 5400 BC, the scientific Supermoon was in August 4 and
the distance at perigee was 355187 km. In August was no traditional Supermoon
with eclipse. In September 5400 BC was an annular solar eclipse (see Table 1 and
Fig. 11).
Black Moon. There is no single accepted definition of a Black Moon21. The term
has been commonly used to refer to any of the following phenomena associated with
the New Moon:
● second New Moon in a calendar month. These Black Moons occur relatively often,
once every 2.5 years.
19

Văduvescu, 1993, p. 271-273.
Levy, 1974, p. A. 1-28.
21
Chevalier, Gheerbrant, II, 1995, p. 244-250.
20
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● third New Moon in a season of four New Moons. Astronomers divide a year into

four seasons: spring, summer, fall (autumn), and winter. Usually, each season has 3
months and 3 New Moons. When a season has 4 New Moons, the third New Moon
is called a Black Moon.
● a calendar month without a New Moon. This can only happen in the month of
February. When this occurs, January and March will have two New Moons, instead
of the usual one New Moon.
● a calendar month without a Full Moon. About once every 19 years, the month of
February does not have a Full Moon. Instead, January and March have two Full
Moons each.
Blood Moon. Due to its reddish color, a totally eclipsed Moon is sometimes referred
to as a Blood Moon.
Dark spots on the Moon. The Moon has a large number of dark spots, that differ
significantly from the lighter areas. Smaller dark regions, but still large enough to be
clearly to the naked eye when observing Luna on the night's sky, are a product of
larger meteor impacts that were energetic enough to literally melt the impact zone of
Lunar surface and penetrate deep enough to cause mixing of the molten rock from
the Lunar surface with materials from the Lunar inner, denser layers.
A lunar eclipse occurs when the Moon passes directly behind the Earth into
its umbra (shadow). This can occur only when the Sun, Earth and Moon are aligned
(in syzygy) exactly, or very closely so, with the Earth in the middle. Hence, a lunar
eclipse can occur only the night of a Full Moon. The type and length of an eclipse
depend upon the Moon's location relative to its orbital nodes. A lunar eclipse may be
viewed from anywhere on the night side of the Earth. When only a portion of the
Moon enters in the umbra then, occurs a partial lunar eclipse, when the Moon travels
completely into the Earth's umbra, then one observes a total lunar eclipse. Every year,
there are at least two lunar eclipses and as many as five. A total lunar or solar eclipse
can be occured at the end of the Parţa’s neolithic sanctuary22.
Several cultures have myths related to lunar eclipses as being a good or bad
omen. The Egyptians saw the eclipse as a sow swallowing the Moon for a short time;
other cultures view the eclipse as the Moon being swallowed by other animals, such as
a jaguar in Mayan tradition, or a three legged toad in China23. Some societies thought
it was a demon swallowing the Moon as in the Romanian myths24. Some Hindus believe
in the importance of bathing in the Ganges River following an eclipse because it will
help to achieve salvation25. During the Zhou Dynasty, in the Book of Songs, the sight
of a red moon engulfed in darkness led them to believe the sign as a foreshadowing
of famine or disease. The Bible claims that Sun, Moon and stars are celestial bodies
created by God for a definite purpose – that of being luminaries of the Earth26. The
22

Szücs-Csillik, Maxim, 2013, p. 847-855.
Krupp, 1991, p. 42-44, 63, 73-74, 167.
24
Otescu, 2002, p. 73-76.
25
Moroney, 1995, p. 15-20.
26
Genesis, 1:14-19.
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Sumerians brought offerings to the night star – the Moon, considering it god (NannaSuen). The Babylonians said that the Moon has a soul and he walking on the sky in a
boat, the stars are rowers. The Moon are raises to the rank of goddess of fertility (Bastet)
in Egypt.
The Russions crossed themselves when looking at the Moon, the Irish and
Germans bent their knees and bared their heads at the sight of the New Moon. The
Ugric peoples worshiped the Moon and offered sacrifices to it. Many American Indian
tribes revere the Moon as the principal deity. The tribes in Africa regarded the Moon
as a great deity and disregarded the Sun.
In Neolithic, an object or a creature had been treated as sacred for the reason
that its shape resemled the form of a cultic symbol27. The Moon was deified because
the crescent was likened to bull’s horn. The bull, the “taurus cult” has an important
astronomic background, the vernal point in Neolithic was in the Taurus constellation.
Moreover, at 5400 BC the vernal point was between the Taurus and the Gemini constellation. Perhaps, the vernal point from the sky has connection with the main idol
socle from sanctuary of Parţa, which was twin and had bull horns.
The Sumerians envisioned their Moon god as having the apparence of a bull
(Gugalanna). He was called “the great bull of heaven” or “the prince of gods”, and
“the father who holds in his hands the lives of all living creatures on Earth”28. The
name of the Moon in an ancient Hindu picture was Nanna, meaning “sky man”. In
the ancient Iranian and Hindu traditions, the bull is an image of the Moon God. In
some language, words for “moon” are cognate with words for “death”. The Moon in
ancient beliefs was looked upon as the representative of the underworld, a
significance it retains in the practices of present-day Siberian shamans.
In many traditions, the Moon is associated with the snake29. There was a
belief in Athens that a certain large serpent lived in the Acropolis: offerings were
made to this snake every New Moon. In Congo, they believe that the Moon at one
time lived on Earth as a python. In Peru, the ancient people said the Moon was the
horned serpent. The Papuans identify the Moon with the snake too.
In Romanian mythology, the God created the Moon seven years after the Sun
was created. The Moon was a beautiful virgin in bright cloth robes, traveling in a silver chariot drawn by seven white horses. She caught the heart of his own brother, the
Sun. This impossible love led to their separation. Legends tell that the dark spots seen
on the lunar surface are made from Creator in order to protect it from the Sun love.
The waxing Moon generate plenty by Romanian folk beliefs. When it is Full Moon,
than people from the country holding a coin, look at the sky, rubs his beard or head,
makes oneself cross with the coin and pray for prosperity. The Full Moon is the symbol of prosperity. Also during this period is allow the haircut, sown and people write
love charms. Unmarried girls from country chants and say “New Moon” or “Holy
Moon” in order to meet faster their destined husband. The Romanian grandparents
27

Golan, 2003, p. 167.
The Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh; Golan, 2003, p. 138.
29
Szücs-Csillik, Maxim, 2015, p. 6.
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remember that at “New Moon” (Crai Nou) is not good to leave the house after midnight, because then come out the ghosts of cemeteries30. They also say that at New
Moon is good to move, to do the wedding, but when the Moon decreases is good to
cut wood or paint the house.
The life force inherent in the spiral, which is the symbol of energy and
cyclic time. A central spiral is surrounded by twelve discs perhaps representing the
lunar year, on a vase from Tangiru (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Tangiru: graphitepainted bowl, Karanovo VI31.

Fig. 9. Parţa, bottom of a vessel32.

In comparison with the Parţa sanctuary, “above the entrance to the chamber
tomb at Mandra Antine (Thiesi, Sardinia) is a pair of bull’s horns, to each of which
is attached three red discs. A brown fourth disc, perhaps the Full Moon, is attached
to a square at either side. (...) The ceiling of the chamber is divided into twenty compartments; preserved in seven of then are signs painted in yellow over a brown background: crescents, half-moons (semicircles), and full moons (snake coils).These lunar
cycles suggest by their association with images of the Goddess, an early connection
between cyclical lunar time and the regenerative role of the Goddess in the cycles of
birth, death and rebirth”33.
Other Romanian traditional Moon symbols are presented in the following.
When the Moon have dark circles or garden it means that rain comes; when it is white
then good weather will be in that month; when it is red, then will be storm; when it
is smoked, then will be rain; do not put a year long the newborn facing to Moon, because weakens34.
30

Nicolau, Huluţă, 2000, p. 79-80.
Gimbutas, 1989, p. 283, fig. 443/2.
32
Merlini, 2009, p. 266, fig. 4.
33
Gimbutas, 1989, p. 285, fig 447.
34
Nicolau, Huluţă, 2000, p. 145-146.
31
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Lunar trimorphism (3-days celebration) at the phases of the Moon or at the
Black Moon. The origin of trinity is from lunar deities there are groups of 3 (Artemis,
Selena, Hecate), which have the attributes of the Moon, to measure the time and to
light paths on land and water. We should be remembered here the 9 day cycles (multiply 3) are the Days of Old Womans (Babele), Comemorated Thursdays and Forbidden Tuesday35. The disappearance of the Moon, during 3 days at New Moon, when
it is considered by many ancient people that the monsters swallowed the Moon, is
regarded as “first death”. Therefore, lunar deities are hedonic and funerary. Luna is
the first dead man resurrected too, the measure of time and explicit promise to always
life return36. In traditional Romanian culture, the Full Moon (female) is a deity, life
giving (fertile period for procreation, fertilization), the Lunar Cult is linked to the
“Cult of Mother” and the Virgin Mary.
The strangest superstitions of Romanians about the Sun, Moon and eclipses
were collected by Ion Otescu through the answers to questionnaires sent to all teachers in the country in 189637, informations supplemented by Tudor Pamfile38, who
offered its volume with important series of legends and beliefs, taken from Romanian
folklore. The ancient beliefs of the Romanian people from the sky were that the Sky
appears to be supported on four stars. According to some beliefs, the first sky high
above the earth was much lower, but for some reason God would be raised above to
remove from people. “After God making the man, the Sky was close to the ground.
You could touch it. The Moon have the same light as the Sun. A shepherd from the
mountains, who has nothing to do, took a dung and tossed it in the Moon. When God
saw, he became angry. As punishment for human race, he increased the sky and lifted
up, where's today the Moon at all.” reported by Tudor Pamfile citing a popular story39.
The best opportunity to put away bugs from house is believed to be in the evening
when it sees the New Moon. By some parts of Romania, when someone sees the
New Moon said “health in house and bugs out”. According to the ethnologist an
interesting custum is that during the Full Moon people fasting to have abundance
and good fortune.
Dark spots on the Moon surface were explained by people in the past in different ways as representations: shepherd with whistle and with sheep; Gypsy playing
the violin, two brothers in various situations: Cain and Abel (Avel); the image of the
first pastor (Abel). “It is believed that the twins, who were enemies long ago, were
stabbed their spears into each other near at a bullock cart. Together with the car, God
placed them on the Moon”40.
The “wolves-people” who swallow the Moon and the Sun during an eclipse,
gave rise to many legends. When darkness of the eclipse is going through, some people
35

Ghinoiu, 1997, p. 204-205.
Evseev, 1996, p. 95.
37
Otescu, 2002, p. 5-7.
38
Pamfile, 2001, p. 59-146.
39
Ibidem, p. 4.
40
Ibidem, p. 87-88.
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ring the bells of the churches, make noise, shoot guns. Gypsy musicians sing to chase
away evil spirits and to escape Moon, which is very expensive for their. According
to a Romanian tradition, during eclipses, Romanians kindled Easter lamps and said
prayers.
The beautiful Moon has evil meaning too. In Bucovina is considered that the
New Moon means the beginning of all evil, and if a pregnant woman drinks from the
water that reflect the Moon, then she will give birth to a lunatic child. To explain the
phases of the Moon, the peasants say that God renewed every month the Moon by its
power, to show for people that he can from a small make great and from big make
small.

3. The average motion of the Moon at Parţa
The Moon moves around the Earth in an approximately circular orbit, going
once around us in approximately 27.3 days, or one sideral period of revolution. The
Moon position changes, relative to the stars with 13.2 degrees per day, which is just
over half a degree per hour, and approximately equal to its apparent size. Each hour
the Moon moves about one Moon diameter to the East. Therefore, the Moon rises
(and sets) later and later every day, until after about 27 days, when it has gone once
around the sky relative to the stars, it is back in its original position.
The lunar month has 29.53 days, it takes to go from one New Moon to the
next. Between a month of 27 days and a month of 29.53 days is a “month” of 28 days,
grouped in four registers as 8, 7, 6, 7 lines represented on a bottom of a vessel from
Parţa (Fig. 9). During the lunar month, the Moon goes through all its phases. The
phases, we see result from the angle which the Moon makes with the Sun, as viewed
from Earth.
At New Moon, the Moon is lined up between the Earth and the Sun. We see
the side of the Moon that is not being lit by the Sun (we see no Moon). When the
Moon is exactly lined up with the Sun (as viewed from Earth), we can experience a
solar eclipse. As the Moon moves eastward away from the Sun in the sky, we see a
bit more of the sunlit side of the Moon each night. A few days after New Moon, we
see a thin Waxing Crescent in the western evening sky. The Crescent Moon waxes,
or appears to grow fatter, each night. When half of the Moon's disc is illuminated, we
call it the First Quarter Moon. The Moon continues to wax. Once more than half of
the disc is illuminated, it has a shape we call gibbous, Waxing Gibbous. The Gibbous
Moon appears to grow fatter each night until we see the full sunlit face of the Moon.
We call this phase the Full Moon. It rises almost exactly as the Sun sets and sets just
as the Sun rises the next day. During the second half of the lunar month, the Moon
grows thinner each night. We call this Waning Gibbous. As it reaches the three-quarter point in its month, the Moon once again shows us one side of its disc illuminated
and the other side in darkness, Last Quarter Moon. As it completes its journey and
approaches New Moon again, the Moon is a Waning Crescent.
At Parţa (longitude: 21°11′ and latitude: 45°45′), in 5400 BC, we give the
dates of Full Moon and the New Moon (Table 1.) The path of the lunar rise and set
on the horizon it is between the solar arc (Fig. 10).
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Full Moon
(rise-set)

Azimuth of Azimuth of New Moon Azimuth of Azimuth of
the Moon
the Sun
(rise-set)
the Moon
the Sun
(Alt.=0°)
(Alt.=0°)
Jan. 11
310°–49°
126°–234° Jan. 26
133°–227° 134°–237°
Feb. 10
309°–52°
129°–239° Feb. 24
127°–234° 125°–239°
Mar. 10
301°–60°
116°–242° Mar. 24
116°–247° 109°–116°
Apr. 9/10 272°–82°
104°–263° Apr. 23/24
83°–272°
97°–272°
May 8
266°–98°
82°–275° May 22
78°–286°
74°–282°
Jun. 6
252°–113°
62°–286° Jun. 21
58°–305°
59°–304°
Jul. 6
232°–130°
51°–310° Jul. 21
48°–311°
53°–317°
Aug. 4
227°–132°
42°–310° Aug. 19
50°–307°
48°–307°
Sep. 2
236°–125°
58°–300° Sep. 18
64°–290°
64°–295°
Oct. 2/31 249°–104°
66°–287° Oct. 18
86°–278°
84°–275°
274°–90°
91°–266°
Nov. 16
255°–100°
94°–256° Nov. 30
67°–289° 101°–248°
Dec. 16
235°–122° 118°–242° Dec. 30
51°–306° 121°–237°
Table 1. The azimuths of the Full Moon and New Moon at Parţa in 5400 BC
(Annular solar eclipse on September, 18, 5400 BC, 6h 50m and
Supermoon on August, 4).

Fig. 10. Parţa: The solar arc and the solar path over the holes in sanctuary,
(approximatelly occured at the end of April or August)41.
The Moon's appearance is considerably more complex. Its motion, like the Sun, is
between two limits, known as lunistices rather than solstices. However, its travel
between lunistices is considerably faster. It takes a sidereal month to complete its
cycle rather than the year-long trek of the Sun. This is further complicated as the
lunistices marking the limits of the Moon's movement move on an 18.6 year cycle.
For slightly over nine years the extreme limits of the Moon are outside the range of
sunrise. For the remaining half of the cycle the Moon never exceeds the limits of the
41

Szücs-Csillik et alii, 2010, poster.
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range of sunrise. For example, at Parţa in 5400 BC, the solstices limit is between
(54°, 126°) at sunrise, and (234°, 306°) at sunset, and the lunistices limit is between
(50°, 134°) at Moon rise and (227°, 317°) at Moon set. So, the extreme limits of the
Moon are outside the range of sunrise.

Fig. 11. Parţa: annular solar eclipse in 5400 BC, September, 18,
maximum at 6:50 local time (with Stellarium program).

4. Conclusion
The Goddness of the nocturnal sky, the Moon, viewed in the Neolithic period
at Parţa, is investigated from the astronomical, world- and local-traditional points of
view. As we can see, the Moon had a very important position on the night sky.
Many beliefs, legends are conected with Goddess of Night, the Moon. The
Neolithic sanctuary from Parţa contain a lot of lunar symbols, moreover, the Sun–
Moon couple of the western wall, near the entrance is the main symbol of the sanctuary, where “were sacrificed” wheat (cultic mills) and filed in the cup as oblation
for the Moon and the Sun. In summary, we can conclude that people, who built and
used the Neolitic sanctuary from Parţa, beside of the Solar Cult42, practiced likewise
a Lunar Cult.

42

Csillik et alii, 2001, p. 113-118.
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